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AIDS
N. CHIRMULE

INTRODUCTION
The best way to confront AIDS that has now spread through-
out the world over the past decade is to learn as much as
possible about the disease. In this article I have reviewed
the current understanding of the virus, its life cycle and the
mechanism by which the virus causes AIDS.

THE BODY'S NATURAL DEFENCE SYSTEM
How can a microscopic virus (smaller than a dust particle)
destroy the whole immune system and lead to death? The
answer lies in the 'intelligent' strategies of the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) to dodge the immune system.
The immune system is extremely effective in defence against
infections and can thwart the harmful influences of such
threats as foreign agents (antigens) by its ability to distinguish
self from non-self.

Over a lifetime, millions of different antigens challenge
the body. The cells of the immune system (present in blood),
which can recognize and destroy virtually all antigens,
develop from a single cell in the bone marrow (the stem cell)
and are called white blood cells (WBC). They consist of
macrophages, granulocytes and lymphocytes (Fig. 1). Two
~ypes of lymphocytes play important roles in generating an
Immune ~esponse: B lymphocytes, so named because they
develop In the bone marrow, and T lymphocytes, which
originate in the thymus gland. B lymphocytes are the source
o~ a.ntibo~ies (proteins that can bind to foreign antigens and
aid In their removal or destruction). T lymphocytes are more
complex, since they recognize cells of the body that are
infected with viruses (e.g. the common cold virus). Once a
T lymphocyte recognizes a foreign antigen, it divides and
performs functions based on its sub-class. The cytotoxic
!.cel~s (calle~ CD8+ T cells) can kill infected cells by
injecting a toxin and disrupting the membrane; the helper
T cells (CD4+ T cells) help all other functional cells of the
immune system to perform their functions. Therefore, with-
out the help from CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells cannot kill,
B cells cannot secrete antibodies and even macrophages and
granulocytes show decreased functions. Thus, CD4+ T cells
are a vital part of the immune system. The AIDS virus kills
CD4+ cells, thus depressing the immune system and causing
death, due to 'opportunistic infections'.

DEFINITIONS
AIDS is a disabling, life-threatening illness caused by HIV
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FIG 1. Cells of the immune system

and is characterized by wasting, or infection by certain
diseases due to severe immune deficiency in a person with
laboratory evidence of HIV infection, with or without
immune deficiency. Individuals who harbour the AIDS virus
and have no clinical symptoms are Hl V-positive; when other
infections invade the destroyed immune system they are
termed as having AIDS.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
To date 2 million HIV -infected adults have developed AIDS
worldwide and most of them have died. The cost, in terms
of personal suffering, family disruption and impact on society,
is horri.fic. Thailand estimates that AIDS costs the country
approximately 30 trillion rupees per year. Thus, although
efforts should be made to keep HIV-infected persons alive
and well, more energy must be spent on preventing further
spread of the virus.

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that
over 13 million young people and adults have become
infected with the AIDS virus (Table I and Fig. 2) mostly
from sexual intercourse, and about 1 million children are
infected perinatally through their mothers. India is on the
verge of a major AIDS epidemic. Official figures for India
are more than 0.5 million HIV-infected cases, of which 713
have AIDS. However, unofficial figures estimate that there
are more than 3 million HIV-infected persons, with more
than 1000 cases of AIDS. The most effective way of curbing
the widespread expansion ofthe disease is through prevention.
Thus, a knowledge of its pathogenesis, available treatment
and the potential of developing vaccines against the disease
are important.

THE VIRUS
The HIV is an RNA virus that belongs to a group of related
viruses which cause leukaemias and an AIDS-like disease
in monkeys. HIV is classified, based on molecular characteri-
zation studies, into HIV-l (found in western countries) and
HIV-2 (prevalent in West Africa). Under the electron
microscope, the virus appears as a dark cylindrical core,
surrounded by a lipid envelope, which is acquired as it buds
from the surface of an infected cell. Figure 3 shows a schematic
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TABLEI. Cumulative AIDS cases reported to the World Health
Organization by 1994 .

Region/country Number of cases
1993 1994

North America
Africa
Latin America
Eastern Mediterranean
Europe
Southeast Asia
India
Thailand
Western Pacific

Total

289320
246127
81766

1799
92822

2002
312

1569
5058

611589

411 907
329536
111890

2333
116088

6739
713

5654
6646

985119

diagram of the virus structure, consisting of the fatty lipid
membrane of envelope proteins (gpI20, gp41), the internal
nuclear capsid proteins (p24, pI8), the RNA genome and
the associated reverse transcriptase enzyme. Because it has
an outer fatty layer, the virus is extremely susceptible to
detergents. The simplest preventive procedure is, therefore,
washing of the suspect regions of the body with soap.

LIFE CYCLE
The envelope proteins of the virus, gp120, specifically attach
to the CD4 protein molecule on the CD4+ helper T cells.
Attachment leads to fusion of the virus membrane to the
cell. The RNA genome of the virus then enters the host
cell, the reverse transcriptase converts the viral RNA to
DNA and this DNA is transported to the nucleus and inserted
into the DNA of the host cell (integration). The virus thus
becomes part of the cell. When the CD4+ T cell divides,
the DNA multiplies (replication), and the viral DNA dies.
The viral DNA is transcribed into RNA, and the RNA is
translated into protein. The proteins assemble to form a
new virus which buds out of the cell wall, killing the cell in
the process (Fig. 4).

REGULATION OF VIRAL REPLICATION
Activation of cells of the host immune system is a primary
requirement for regulation of HIV replication. The foreign
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FIG 3. The structure of the HIV virus

antigens, which constantly challenge an individual, result in
activation of the cells. This activation forces the cells to
divide and more viruses are produced. In resting cells, when
the body is free from infections, HIV replication is arrested.
Thus, in theory, if a person infected with HIV can be pre-
vented from exposure to any infectious agent (even as simple
as a common cold), progression to AIDS will not occur.
Scientists are now trying to understand better the molecular
mechanisms underlying how some individuals develop AIDS
soon after infection with HIV, while others do not develop
AIDS for 2-15 years. The latter is termed as the clinical
latent period of HIV infection. Following HIV infection,
the number of CD4+ T cells in the patient declines. After
an arbitrary threshold level of CD4+ T cells, opportunistic
infections invade the body resulting in a concomitant increase
in HIV replication and ultimately death (Fig. 5).

DIAGNOSIS
Figure 5 also shows that immediately after exposure to
HIV, all individuals develop anti-HIV antibodies. In order
to diagnose infection or exposure to HIV, these antibodies
can be measured by a technique called enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The scheme for HIV
ELISA is shown in Fig. 6. Purified, inactivated HIV is coated
onto a plastic plate. Serum samples from the individual are
added to the plate. If antibodies to HIV are present, they
will form stable complexes with HIV on the plate. A goat
anti-human antibody conjugated with an enzyme (horse
radish peroxidase) is added. This reagent will conjugate with
the anti-Hl V antibody on the plate. The enzyme substrate
is finally added. Colour develops in the plate containing the
antibody, while no colour develops in negative wells. HIV
ELISA is widely used for diagnosis of HIV infection. More
advanced techniques for growing the virus and detection of
the viral DNA are labour intensive and expensive; and,
therefore, not cost-effective for large scale diagnosis.

DIVERSITY
The immune system of the body is trained to kill foreign
organisms, using both cell-free (by antibodies) and cell-
associated (by cytotoxic T cells) methods. The most effective
way by which the virus escapes recognition by the immune
system is by its high rate of mutation. DNA sequencing of
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FIG 4. The life cycle of HIV-l and HIV-2

the integrated virus, isolated from different regions of the
world has yielded 7 major strains (and hundreds of minor
strains) of HIV. It is this high rate of mutation that tricks
the immune system into thinking that a new virus is con-
stantly challenging the body and leads to exhaustion of the
CD4+ T cells.

The strains of HIV prevalent in the United States of
America are different from those in Africa, Europe and
Thailand. The strains in India have been recently classified
to be closely related to the African strain of HIV.

INSIDE THE BODY
The three major routes of transmission of the virus are:

1. Sexual: Homosexual, between men; Heterosexual,
between men and women;

2. Exposure to blood: Intravenous drug abusers sharing
needles, transfusions of HIV-infected blood products,
needle stick injuries to health care workers;

3. Perinatal: During pregnancy, intrapartum (in the womb)
and post-partum (after birth, e.g. via breast-feeding).

It is important to note that HIV is not transmitted by
kissing, shaking hands, being in the same room as an HIV-
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FIG 5. Evolution of HIV infection

infected person. The virus is transmitted only through blood
products.

Once the virus enters the blood stream through any of
the above routes of transmission, it is trapped by the lymph
nodes which act like a sieve. Millions of cells present in
these lymph nodes make the immune system extremely
vulnerable to HIV infection. It is now believed that the
clinical latent period of AIDS is due to sequestering of the
virus by lymph nodes. Destruction of the lymph nodes by
the virus leads to the spread in the blood stream. This pattern
ultimately leads to depletion of CD4+ T cells, thereby dis-
abling the immune system (Fig. 6) and opportunistic
infections, which are constantly invading the body, now
cannot be eliminated. Pneumonia, tuberculosis, and some
cancers (e.g. Kaposi's sarcoma) are the most common of a
long list of infections, which are easily cleared by the normal
body but are lethal to HIV-infected individuals.

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS
Clinical manifestations of AIDS are protean and encompass
virtually every organ system of the body. The clinical profile
also depends upon the stage of HIV infection, presence of
atypical infections, neoplasia and neurological dysfunctions.
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FIG 6. Diagnosis of HIV infection by ELISA
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Attempts have been made to classify these in a systematic
manner and one such classification has been provided in
Table II.

Despite the recent advances in the pathogenesis and treat-
ment of patients with HIV infection, Pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia remains the most serious opportunistic pathogen.
Introduction of prophylactic agents such as trimethoprim-
sulphamethoxazole and aerosolized pentamidine has
improved the management of such patients. Other major
opportunistic pathogens associated with AIDS include

cytomegalovirus, toxoplasma and atypical mycobacteria.
Neoplasms such as Kaposi's sarcoma and high grade

non-Hodgkin's lymphoma further shorten the life-span of
HIV-infected patients.

THERAPY
The understanding of the structure of the virus, and its complex
life cycle, has resulted in the development of a number of
trial drugs for the treatment of AIDS. Figure 7 shows the
specific sites in the life cycle that some of the drugs act on,

TABLEII. Modified Centers for Disease Control (USA) classification of HIV infection

Group I: Initial infection
Patients in this group may be designated as those with symptomatic seroconversion or asymptomatic seroconversion. Symptomatic infection may
include a mononucleosis-like syndrome, aseptic meningitis, rash, musculoskeletal complaints and haematological abnormalities as well as other
clinical and laboratory findings. Asymptomatic infection may occur with or without haernatological abnormalities.

Group II: Chronic asymptomatic infection
Patients in this group may be designated as having a normal laboratory evaluation. special laboratory abnormalities or laboratory evaluation pending
or incomplete. Laboratory abnormalities associated with HIV infection include: anaemia, leucopenia, lymphopenia, decreased T-helper lymphocyte
count, thrombocytopenia. hypergammaglobulinaemia and cutaneous anergy.

Group III: Persistent generalized lymphadenopathy
Patients in this group may be designated on the basis of laboratory evaluation in the same manner as those in Group II.
Group IV: Other diseases
Medical evaluation must exclude the presence of other intercurrent illnesses that could explain the symptoms ..
Subgroup IV-A: Constitutional disease
Patients in this group may be designated as having fever for more than one month, involuntary weight loss greater than 10% of baseline body
weight, diarrhoea lasting more than one month, or any combination of these.

Subgroup /V-B: Neurological disease
Category 1: CNS disorders: include (a) dementia, (b) acute atypical meningitis (occurring after initial infection), and (c) myelopathy.
Category 2: Peripheral nervous system disorders: include (a) painful sensory neuropathy, and (b) inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy.

Subgroup /V-C: Secondary infectious diseases
Category 1: Patients with Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, chronic cryptosporidiosis, toxoplasmosis, extra-intestinal strongyloidiasis, isosporiasis,

candidiasis (oesophageal, bronchial or pulmonary), cryptococoosis, disseminated histoplasmosis, mycobacterial infection with Mycobacterium
avium complex or Mycobacterium kansasii, disseminated cytomegalovirus infection, chronic mucocutaneous or disseminated herpes simplex
virus infection and progressive multifocal leucoencephalopathy.

Category 2: Patients with oral hairy leucoplakia, multidermatomal herpes zoster, recurrent salmonella bacteraemia, nocardiosis, tuberculosis or
oral candidiasis (thrush).

Subgroup /V-D: Secondary cancers
Patients with Kaposi's sarcoma, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (small non-cleaved lymphoma or immunoblastic sarcoma), or primary lymphoma ofthe brain

Subgroup /V-E: Other conditions
Includes patients not classifiable above, which may be attributed to HIV infection and/or which may be indicative of a defect in cell-mediated
immunity. Patients in this group are included on the clinical findings or diseases diagnosed, e.g. chronic lymphoid interstitial pneumonitis
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to prevent infection or progression of the disease. 3'
azidothymidine (AZT), first identified as an anti-cancer drug
nearly 30 years ago, has been the most widely used drug
against AIDS. The mechanism by which AZT curbs pro-
gression of disease is through the inhibition of the reverse
transcriptase activity of the virus.

AZT has a short half-life, and is administered in a dose
of 100 mg every 4 hours (Table III). It attains adequate
concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid. In selected patients,
neurological status improved on treatment with AZT. The
optimal time for initiation of therapy is not clear; it has been
suggested that it should be started in asymptomatic subjects
with CD4+ counts under 500/lAi (Table IV). Didanosine
(ddl) and 2'3' deoxytidine (DOC) are a similar class of drugs
which are used. ddl has been tested in several field trials
and should be started in the following situations:

1. No improvement in clinical status after 16 weeks therapy
with zidovudine.

2. Clinical or immunological deterioration on AZT (Table IV).

Why have treatment strategies failed to curb infection? The
failure of existing therapies to completely block clinical prog-
ression of disease remains one of the most important questions.
AZT, ddl and DOC reduce viral burden from one-half to
one-tenth. One possible explanation for failure of therapy
is the inability to maintain adequate drug levels at the site
of viral replication over expanded periods of time. Another
documented possibility is the emergence of drug resistant
viruses. Drug resistance has been attributed to the mutation
of the reverse transcriptase sites at which the drugs act, making
them ineffective. A combination of therapeutic modalities and
the discovery of new 'wonder drugs' are the main hopes for
the future for people infected with HIY.

VACCINES
For the development of an effective vaccine against HIV
infection, identification of correlates of 'protection' are
important. Lack of animal models for the disease have been

. a major obstacle. However, studies with the HIV in test
tubes, and with the simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV;
the AIDS virus which infects monkeys), have indicated that
neutralizing the virus with antibodies against it in the circu-
lation can protect against HIV infection. In contrast, many
HIV-infected patients who carry these antibodies, have not
been protected. Recent studies have indicated that develop-
ment of cytotoxic T cells against HIV may offer protection
against HIV infection. Thus, an effective vaccine against
HIV should have the following features:

1. Protection should be achieved against both the cell-free
and cell-associated virus

2. Protection should be against different strains of the virus

The various types of vaccines currently in trials include
inactivated HIV, protein sub-units of HIV (gpl60, gpI20),
HIV sub-units inserted into other vaccines (e.g. BCG,
smallpox) and those produced by genetic manipulation.
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TABLEIII. Recommended dosage and major side-effects of
Federal Drugs Administration Authority (USA) approved
antiretroviral agents

Agent Dose Side-effects

Zidovudine (retrovir) l00mgq4h Granulocytopenia or
macrocytic anaemia

200mgq8h Myopathy

Didanosine (videx)"
35-49 kg 150mgbid Painful peripheral
~74kg 200mgbid neuropathy. pancreatitis
>75 kg 300mgbid in5%tolO%

Zalcitabine (hivid) 0.75mgq8h Painful peripheral
neuropathy. pancreatitis

• dosage of didanosine is based on patient's weight

TABLE IV. Recommendations for therapy according to
patient's status and CD4+ T lymphocyte count

Patient status CD+count Recommendation
(peru I )

Initial management
Asymptomatic >500 Observe

20n-SOO Observe or initiate therapy
zidovudine (retrovir)

<20() Initiate therapy with
zidovudine

<500 Initiate therapy with
zidovudine

Symptomatic or
diagnosis of AIDS

Later management

Clinical progression

> 300 Continue zidovudine or substitute
didanosine (videx)

5(~5()() Change to didanosine or continue
zidovudine or zalcitabine (hivid)

<50 Change to didanosine or
zalcitabine or continue
zidovudine and add either
didanosine or zalcitabine

The mouse has been a good animal model for development
of other vaccines in man, but it does not get infected by
HIV. However, a team of scientists in the USA have deve-
loped the SCID-hu mouse (a mutant mouse strain without
an immune system which is reconstituted with the human
system) which may provide more information for vaccine
development and therapy against AIDS.

CONCLUSION
Currently no cure or vaccine exists against AIDS, an extremely
complex disease. All possible measures are needed to curb
its progress and an aggressive commitment is required both
from public and private sectors in India for the development
of treatment against AIDS as well as an effective vaccine.


